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Reflections on 2011
As December comes to a close it is usually
a time that causes you to reflect on what
happened in 2011 and what will be in 2012.
Many of you have faced difficult
situations such as losing a loved one or
losing financial security. You might ask
yourself questions such as: What have I
learned this year? Am I closer to G-d than
I was this time last year? Do I know Him
in a deeper way? Am I moving in a direction
that pleases the Father?

Beautiful view driving to Avdat
Many of these questions came to us while
we were in Israel this past fall. We took
a small group to Jerusalem in October to
do work projects and tour the country.
While we were there we traveled to

Avdat in the
southern
part
of
Israel. While
traveling
through beautiful desert terrain on our
way to Avdat we decided to stop on the
side of the road and take a few pictures.
As we walked around and enjoyed the view
David decided to walk down a steep slope
and get a shot from the edge of a cliff to
show the beautiful valley below. As he
took his first few steps on a gravel path
he began to slide on the small loose stones,
picking up speed as he tried to keep from
falling. His foot hit a large flat rock that
stopped him abruptly and caused him to
fall, hitting hard on his face and side. The
rest of the group stood and watched in
horror as he almost reached the edge of
the cliff before the large rock stopped
him. We were miles from any help and
were very concerned that his injuries
w e r e
serious. We
immediately
prayed for
him.
Even
though his
face,
arm
and leg were
bloody
he
was okay.
As we began

to talk about the
accident we began
to
see
many
spiritual lessons in
this incident. We
could see the
large rock that
broke his fall and
kept him from
going over the cliff
as
symbolizing
G-d, the solid rock
on which we stand.
Also the small
stones
that
caused him to get off balance and begin to
stumble down the steep hill... how many
things in our lives could be those small
stones that causes us to stumble in our
walk with the L-rd? The more we prayed
about these small stones the more G-d
began to show us small stones in our lives
that needed to be removed. When we
returned to the USA David spoke to our
congregation about what happened to him
and it has had a chain reaction with
others. G-d has spoken to each one about
specific small stones in their lives that
need to be removed. I read a quote this
week that sums up this experience, "Do
not look where you fall but where you
slipped." When we begin to slip on small
stones in our spiritual walk with G-d the
most important thing we can do is stop and
look back were we began to slip and get
off balance and see what the small stones
are that we are standing on. Psalms 37:23

says, "The steps of a
good man are ordered
by the L-rd. And He
delights in his way.
Though he fall, he
shall not be utterly
cast down. For the
L-rd upholds him with
His
hand."
These
verses
bring
us
comfort to know that
it is G-d who holds our
hand.
Our first few days in
Israel were spent working in the home of
a very special lady, a widow with seven
children. Each day when we arrived to
work in her apartment she met us with an
eagerness to work along side us. She had
never painted and wanted to learn so in the
future she could paint again when needed.
When her son came home from the army
he got up early the next morning and
painted with us until he had to return to
his base.
All seven of her children are gifted and
play at least one musical instrument each.
After we finished work one day three of
her children gave us a concert, one on the
piano, one on the violin and the third on the
cello. The youngest daughter, 5 years old,
is already studying the violin!
Thank you for supporting Road to Zion.
May G-d richly bless you in 2012 with a
closer walk with Him.

With G-d's help we will again be traveling to Israel next year in May and October
2012. If you would like to join us and experience 12 fantastic days seeing the
Land G-d calls "His resting place forever"... contact us for an application and
details.
You may have noticed the "o" missing from the name of G-d in this newsletter. To honor His holy name,
Jewish people refrain from adding the "o" when writing the name of G-d. We have chosen to respect
their tradition by doing the same.

